Fire Lane

NO PARKING NO PARKING NO PARKING

Curb or edge of pavement 6" yellow line top of curb
6" yellow line
FIRE LANE NO PARKING 6" yellow line
Lettering shall be 12" tall and 2" thick, all caps painted yellow

Length and location shall be determined by the fire department

12" x 18" sign placed every 50' along designated lanes

Fire Lane Signage

Lettering shall be 2" painted red on solid white background

Crosswalks

Bars shall be painted solid white

Accessible route with detectible warnings (if applicable)

Curb or edge of pavement

Stop Bar

10' or half width of road

Bar shall be painted solid white

Loading Zone

Lettering shall be 12" tall, 2" thick and painted solid white on dark background

Directional Arrows

Arrows shall be painted solid white
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